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Judges rule UNC must provide names of sexual assault perpetrators
By Kiana Cole
Director of Investigations

In a ruling issued Tuesday, the
North Carolina Court of Appeals said
UNC must release the names of people found responsible for rape, sexual
assault or any related acts of sexual
misconduct through the University’s
Honor Court, Committee on Student
Conduct or Equal Opportunity and
Compliance Office.
This ruling comes nearly one
month after the case was brought
before the court at N.C. Central
University in Durham.
The University responded to the

ruling with a statement and reasserted their position — protecting
the survivors’ privacy. They also said
they would continue to evaluate their
options.
“We are disappointed with the
N.C. Court of Appeals decision and
are examining all legal options as
we review the ruling,” Joel Curran,
vice-chancellor of University communications, said in the statement.
Erica Perel, the general manager
of the Daily Tar Heel, said she’s glad
the case is coming to a resolution.
“This information is something
that Daily Tar Heel reporters have
been seeking for quite a few years,

as DTH reporters have reported on
sexual assault on UNC’s campus and
UNC’s response to those assaults,”
Perel said. “This will kind of help
complete the picture of the true
nature of assault on campus.”
In September 2016, a coalition of
local media outlets — including The
Daily Tar Heel, Capitol Broadcasting
Company, The Charlotte Observer
Publishing Company and the Durham
Herald Company — sent a public
records request to the University.
In it, they asked for “copies of all
public records made or received by
(UNC-CH) in connection with a person having been found responsible

for rape, sexual assault or any related
or lesser included sexual misconduct
by (UNC-CH’s) Honor Court, the
Committee on Student Conduct, or the
Equal Opportunity and Compliance
Office,” according to the ruling.
The request was denied in October
2016 in a letter signed by Curran. The
University asserted the requested
records were a violation of The Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
and were therefore “protected from
disclosure,” the document states.
The media organizations filed a
lawsuit following the University’s
response. In May 2017, the case was
brought before Judge Allen Baddour

Factories built in low-income areas
By Charlie McGee
Staff Writer

After living in Dobbins Heights, a town
north of Hamlet, for 61 years, Debra David sees
the construction of a new facility by Enviva – a
wood pellet manufacturer – as another problem for an area that has been plagued by industry-related health struggles for decades.
“It’s already infested,” David said. “And
now, they’ll be clearing out trees and opening
up more room for all that smoke to come to
Dobbins Heights.”
The new Enviva facility is part of a rapidly growing wood pellet industry in the
Southeastern United States. Research has
shown that these facilities are consistently built
in disadvantaged communities of color, like
Dobbins Heights, which had a median income
of $21,220 in 2015 and roughly 85 percent of
residents are African American.
With experts expressing concerns about
the plants’ environmental and health impacts,
DTH/CHARLIE MCGEE
members of these communities feel neglected
by their local government and unfairly bur- Wood pellet production factories have been built in disadvantaged communities in the Southeast.
dened with another industrial threat to their
communities like Dobbins Heights, which is a governments.
communities’ future.
part of Richmond County.
“It comes down to representation,” Zucchino
According to the study, this creates and per- said. “We have a place like Richmond County
‘It comes down to representation’
petuates circumstances where economically where county commissioners are selected at
A recent study by Tufts University found depressed communities bear the burden of large, and there isn’t a single person of color or
a trend of Enviva facilities being built near energy development projects, while powerful a woman on the county commission.”
high-poverty, high-minority communities in outside entities benefit from cheap labor and
Dobbins Heights is surrounded by a power
the Southeast. The study calls them “environ- capital costs.
plant, a railroad facility, a natural gas facility,
mental justice communities,” or counties with
Emily Zucchino with Dogwood Alliance a food production plant and a chemical plant.
a non-white population over 25 percent and has worked with the Concerned Citizens of Out of 100 N.C. counties, Richmond County
average poverty level above the state’s median. Richmond County, a local group that David – where the community is located – ranked
It found that all wood pellet production is a member of, to protest the Enviva facility’s 90th in health outcomes, 92nd in premature
facilities in North and South Carolina are construction. She said the findings in the Tufts
located exclusively in environmental justice study are a result of racial inequalities in local SEE ENVIVA, PAGE 11

Assistant Sports Editor

DURHAM — The opponent —
one the North Carolina baseball
team had faced almost 300 times
dating back to 1895— was familiar.
The setting was not.
No. 15 UNC (24-13, 12-6 ACC)
began its toughest stretch of the
season with a 8-3 loss to No. 4
N.C. State on Tuesday night at the
neutral confines of Durham Bulls
Athletic Park.
Maybe the unfamiliar ballpark
explains why the Tar Heels, winners of 22 of their last 28 games
heading into the contest, looked
flat on the field for most of the
game. The one silver lining for the
Tar Heels is the fact that the game
was recorded as a non-conference
contest, so UNC did not fall further behind first-place Duke in the
ACC Coastal Division.
“I thought State just beat us
handily in pretty much every phase
of the game,” head coach Mike Fox
said. “I thought everybody out of
their bullpen was good. They didn’t
make mistakes.”
Neither team did much dam-

age in the first inning, a bad omen
for the Tar Heels, who are now
9-11 when failing to score in the
opening frame. Disaster quickly
struck in the second in the form of
a two-run home run off the bat of
N.C. State catcher Patrick Bailey.
Bailey’s two-run blast seemed to
rattle Tar Heel starting pitcher
Rodney Hutchison Jr., who lasted
just 3.1 innings on the night, his
shortest start since Feb. 25.
The Tar Heels fought back in the
bottom half of the inning. An RBI
fielder’s choice from designated
hitter Clemente Inclan scored left
fielder Ashton McGee in the second
inning, cutting the deficit in half.
In the fourth inning, matters
got worse for the Tar Heels. The
Wolfpack loaded the bases with one
out against Hutchison. With one
out, second baseman Zack Gahagan
attempted to field a routine ground
ball and with a chance at a double
play, he bobbled it, allowing two
runs to score, the second sign that
this was not UNC’s day.
F i r s t - y e a r r e l i e v e r Jo e y
Lancellotti was the lone Tar Heel
pitcher who looked unfazed, striking out a career-high five hitters

Staff Writer

SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 11

SEE VOTING, PAGE 11

She irons her jeans. She’s evil!
BUFFY SUMMERS

By Eva Ellenburg

McGee stepped up to the plate
and calmly slapped a ball through
the left side of the infield, plating
two runs to make it 5-3. But catcher Cody Roberts followed with a
strikeout to end the threat and
strand both runners. N.C. State
put a stamp on the win in the ninth
with a three-run home run that was
met with loud cheers from the large
Wolfpack contingent.
UNC does not need to hit the

DTH/NICHOLAS BAFIA
Third baseman Kyle Datres (3) looks down in frustration in Tuesday’s loss.

and allowing just one hit in 3.2
innings of work.
“It was awesome,” Lancellotti
said. “Get in front of this crowd
and everything, a tense environment like this, it was awesome to
be able to get into the game today.”
It was Lancellotti’s pitching that
kept the score at 5-1, setting the
stage for a potential comeback bid.
It looked like that comeback
was in the works in the eighth
inning when the Tar Heels loaded
the bases for McGee.

Will 2016
election raise
voter turnout?
Voter turnout in midterm elections has
been consistently low among young people
ages 18 to 29. But with the divisive nature
of the 2016 presidential election, could
this signal a shift in young voter turnout
for 2018 midterm races?
Alana Edwards, the vice-president of
UNC Young Democrats, thinks so. She said
the 2016 election was a motivator specifically for young liberals.
“I see an enormous increase in motivation and interest headed into the midterm
election,” Edwards said.
Only 19.9 percent of citizens aged 18
to 29 voted in the 2014 midterm election,
compared to 46.1 percent in the 2016 presidential election. The 2014 midterm turnout
among youth was much lower than citizens
30 and older, of which 47.9 percent voted.
Education also increases young people’s
likelihood to vote — about 76 percent of
young voters in 2014 had some college education or a bachelor’s degree.
Maggie Horzempa, a member of UNC
College Republicans and the president of
the UNC Network of Enlightened Women,
said she thinks older people tend to vote
more than young people because they have
more time to become politically aware.
Voter turnout among Republicans tends
to be higher than Democrats. In the 2010
and 2014 midterm races, Republicans were
more than 20 percent likelier to vote than
Democrats. But analysts have predicted that
Democrats have the advantage in the upcoming midterms because, historically, the party
in control of the presidency tends to lose to
the opposing party in midterm elections.
Alec Dent, executive vice chair of UNC
College Republicans and member of the
DTH editorial board, said he has seen more
excitement about the midterms among
young liberals than young conservatives.
“I think there is excitement from
(Trump’s) base, but perhaps not as great
in young people of our generation, just
because many were so hesitant to support
him, if they did at all,” Dent said.
Political science professor James
Stimson said the results of the 2016 election will likely create some increase in
young voter turnout, but they still will not
show up more than older groups.
“Young people will probably show a
similar increase, but youth will still have
the lowest turnout rates of all age groups,”
Stimson said.
Edwards said she has seen greater student
activism on campus regarding gun control,
which could also signal increased political
engagement headed into the midterm elections. She added that the energy from those
protests must be directed toward voting.
But Stimson said the heavy media coverage of youth activism exaggerates the idea
that there will be significant changes in

Weak pitching, cold bats deﬁne UNC baseball in loss
By Chris Hilburn-Trenkle

in Orange County, who decided the
federal law that protects student
records supersedes any state law that
would allow for the release this information. Tuesday’s unanimous decision in the court of appeals reverses
that order.
“FERPA does not prohibit the disclosure of the limited information
requested by Plaintiffs, except for the
dates of offenses,” the ruling states.
“Defendants must comply with
Plaintiffs’ public records request
to release the student disciplinary
records at issue, as provided above.”
@kianamcole
university@dailytarheel.com
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April 18
2018 Earth Day Fair

Hosted by the Student Government Environmental
Affairs Committee

Natural Hazards Resilience Speakers
Series: Stephen Dredge
Hosted by the Coastal Resilience Center

“Staring Down Fate” Screening

Hosted by the Kenan-Flagler Business School

April 20
Climate Change and Resilience Conference
Hosted by Carolina Hazards and Resilience Planners
and Carolina Climate Change Scientists

April 21

The task force will focus on the
mental health and wellness
needs of UNC students.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Winston Crisp announced the creation of
a task force on mental health at UNC at
the Board of Trustees’ University Affairs
Committee on March 28. Crisp worked
with Executive Vice Chancellor and
Provost Bob Blouin to assemble the task
force focusing on student mental health
care at the University, which consists of
both students and faculty.
Staff writer Hannah Anglin spoke with
Crisp about the creation and the goals of
the task force.
The Daily Tar Heel: Why was the student
mental health task force created?
Winston Crisp: I think the short answer is
because we have continuously changing
needs, continuously changing desires,
continuously changing experiences
about mental health on this campus that
we need to be able to keep up with. The
reason for a task force is because the
answers to the questions, even as basic
as “What do we need next?” or “What are
the best ways to improve things?” are not
as universally easy as people might think
they are, and really change depending on
what perspectives people are bringing to
the table. A task force allows you to get all
of the different perspectives, or as many
different interests and perspectives as you
can, around the table to really explore
together so that we can create a solution
that works best for the institution.

WC: I don’t know that I would describe now
as the best time. I don’t know that there
was ever going to be a best time or worst
time. I do think it is timely now. We have,
and we do continue to experience, a lot of
change in how our students experience
mental health issues and how we try to
keep up with the demand. There is a lot
of attention across the public sphere about
these issues, so it’s as good a time as any
to have people’s interests come together to
help us think through all of these things.
DTH: What does the task force plan to do?

PLASTICON

Hosted by Center for the Study of the American South

THREE
ZEROS

Winston Crisp talks new
mental health task force

DTH: Why is now the best time for the creation of the task force?

April 19

co2

#UNCThreeZeros
threezeros.unc.edu
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WC: (The charge) really is to look comprehensively at mental health on this
campus. That is 360 degrees of looking
at mental health on this campus to eval-

SUMMER INTENSIVE
PARALEGAL STUDIES

CONTINUING STUDIES

DTH FILE/CORI PATRICK
Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp is involved with the new task force, consisting of both
students and faculty members, on student mental health at UNC.

DTH: What impact do you hope the task
force has on mental health care at UNC?

uate what our needs are, to evaluate the
evolving needs that we have, to do serious research on what’s out there, on who’s
doing what so that we can figure out how
we need to best either enhance, or otherwise change, what we’re currently doing.
But to do that systematically and scientifically with everybody, hopefully, on the
same page moving as a community to figure out the best way to do these things.

WC: I hope that it will result, and expect
it to result, in real, concrete recommendations for things that we can do as part
of this evolution to actually improve and
make better and more efficient, and more
effective, our ability to deal with mental
health and wellness issues on campus.
I’m hoping what we’ll see is a series of
DTH: How were the members of the task very specific recommendations about
force chosen?
things the community can do or should
do.
WC: Some of it was thinking across who
are the major, or what are the major, DTH: Is there anything else you would like
populations that we’re trying to serve and to add?
that we need input from. Some is because
there have been, for example, groups or WC: I think it’s important for everybody to
folks out there who have been engaged understand that this is one: an extremely,
with this and who we either need or extremely important issue for this camthink we could benefit from expertise, pus, or frankly any campus, but it’s also
some people are there because they have a very complicated and at times difficult
shown a strong interest in the area and issue to get at, and it doesn’t necessarily
have something to bring. I don’t believe lend itself to simple or quick answers.
there’s ever a way to have a committee Because we really want to get this right,
that you can do anything with, that actu- we’re going to bring the folks that we think
ally represents every single thing you we need, and we’re bringing folks together
would ever need or want to represent, but to work on this together as a group and as
I think we tried very hard to think across a team so that we really can come out of
the spectrum of these issues at Carolina this with some ways in which we can make
and to include folks who bring either or what is already a bunch of hard-working
both expertise and a strong interest and people and places even better.
perspective on the issues to the table.
university@dailytarheel.com
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A viable option to saving money on college
By Anna Pogarcic
Staff Writer

When he was a senior in high
school, Niko Prospero felt lost.
No one in his family had gone to
college, so when spring came and his
friends started talking about where
they would be spending the next
four years, he felt like he had a lot of
catching up to do. Prospero’s parents
were finalizing their divorce at the
time, so uncertainty about finances and what he wanted to study led
him to something different than his
classmates’ futures at four-year institutions: Westchester Community
College in New York.
“I didn’t want to put a financial
burden on (my parents) or myself,”
he said. “I also didn’t want to go to a
New York state school that I would
end up hating and have to transfer.”
Prospero is not alone. At community colleges across the country, enrollment rates have doubled or tripled in
the last decade. These institutions have
always been a resource for low-income
students, but now their role is expanding as more middle-class students are
seeing them as the first step on the
path to a four-year degree.

Community college gains
traction with the middle class
Out of roughly 800 transfer students accepted, 38 percent of the
students accepted for the fall of 2017
came from N.C. community colleges.
This is up from 30 percent in 2014.
“I think the word is getting out
that community college is definitely a viable option on the way to a
four-year university,” said Shane
Hale, program coordinator of the
Carolina Student Transfer Excellence
Program (C-STEP).
C-STEP provides low-income students at 10 N.C. community colleges
a gateway to UNC. Students in the
program earn an associate degree
in art or science and meet with program advisers before, during and

after their transition to UNC. The
program plans to keep expanding in
response to the trend, Hale said.
For a student looking to save
money or decide what to study
before transferring, community college is an attractive option, with tuition being about a third of the cost
of public, in-state four-year schools.
Ben Barrett, a policy analyst in
the education policy program at the
non-partisan, nonprofit think tank
New America, said students are turning to community colleges because of
a value shift in middle-class families
as the costs of higher education rise.
“A lot of middle class families are
feeling the squeeze,” he said.
Barrett said middle-class families
are no longer emphasizing picking a
four-year institution to go to straight
out of high school.
States are responding by increasing their investment in community
colleges with the adoption of promise
programs, where tuition and fees are
fully covered for local high school students who meet specific requirements.
These programs make up for any
gaps left once a student has received
their federal student grants — making them attractive to middle-class
students, Barrett said.
UNC has seen a small increase in
transfer applications from community colleges, said Becky Egbert, senior
assistant director of transfer admissions. Egbert said UNC does not
have plans to change its approach to
recruiting transfer students based on
the new trend.

Though 80 percent intend to
transfer, few actually do
Community colleges offer students the chance to save money and
experiment with what they want to
study without committing to a large
university — but that doesn’t come
without a price.
The effects of the growing population of middle-class students
at community colleges is twofold,

Barrett said.
On one hand, these students generally have more financial resources
and may lessen the burden on community colleges, he said. On the other
hand, these institutions may start
employing tactics to attract students.
“Maybe they now have the gym on
campus or are trying to bring in the
aspects that middle-class students
would enjoy otherwise,” Barrett said.
Community colleges have to continue to serve their mission as being
accessible to any student, he said.
Researchers at Columbia
University’s Community College
Research Center highlighted that the
transfer process could be improved
for community colleges to fulfill their
role in degree attainment.
In its 2015 report, the center
found 80 percent of students at community colleges nationwide intend to
transfer to a four-year university, but
only 25 percent do so in five years.
Seventeen percent go on to earn
their bachelor’s degree.
The disparity is due to loss of credits. Students who transferred between
2004 and 2009 lost about 40 percent
of their credits, according to the U.S.

DACA week raises awareness
By Hannah McClellan
Staff Writer

UNC DACA Week aims to bring
awareness to immigration justice from
an inclusive lens this week through
reading groups, a community forum
and keynote lecture.
The Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals, which was created in 2012 by the Obama administration, defers deportation for two
years for individuals brought to the
United States illegally when they
were children and allows them to
receive work permits.
The week is cosponsored by the
Department of Religious Studies,
Carolina Union Activities Board,
LGBTQ Centerat UNC, Sexuality
and Gender Alliance, Latina/o
Studies, Graduate and Professional
Student Federation and UNC
Undocumented Students. The week
will end with keynote lecture by
Jennicet Gutiérrez, a transgender
Latina organizer from Mexico and
organizer at Familia: Trans Queer
Liberation Movement.
Barbara Sostaita, a graduate student in the Department of Religious
Studies who organized the event
with fellow graduate student Micah
Hughes, said the state of limbo the
program is currently in causes fear
for DACA recipients – many of
which are students, faculty and staff
at UNC.
“We hope people can learn a little
more about immigration and how
that affects the Chapel Hill community,” Sostaita said. “And try to bring
awareness to our campus and making sure that people leave with at
least a clearer sense of how this issue
is one we should be paying attention

Government Accountability Office.
Faced with this, many transfer students get frustrated and drop out.
Community colleges still have
attractive features, Barrett said. Their
ability to quickly change the curriculum in response to changes in the
workforce is something four-year universities have to match if they want to
draw students back in, he said.

‘I know my truth, and I know I
worked hard’
Loss of credits combined with
learning how to register for classes
using a different system, meeting
new people and registering for housing after other students have already
taken spots create unique challenges.
But most students who transfer
wouldn’t have it any other way.
“I reestablished who I was as a
student at community college,” said
UNC senior Sarah Calire.
Calire is from New York. During
her senior year of high school, she
committed to play soccer for a university in Long Island. Two weeks
before practice started, she decid-

Local eateries do well on
health inspections
By Marin Wolf
Staff Writer

DTH FILE/CY NEFF
UNC DACA Week is a week-long set of events that bring awareness to immigration justice and is co-sponsored by the Carolina Union Activities Board.

to and fighting for beyond DACA.”
Hughes said he expects Gutiérrez
will push a lot of people to think
about the ways DACA affects their
lives and how LGBTQ rights, policing and reproductive justice and
incarceration are all very integral
parts of the movement.
“We wanted to culminate one
moment in which we could highlight the way in which the question
of migration – be it having DACA or
not having DACA – intersects a lot of
different possible spaces or identities,
and allow those kinds of conversations to flourish on campus,” he said.
Todd Ochoa, associate professor in
the Department of Religious Studies,
said DACA and immigration statuses
have become difficult ethical conundrums since President Trump’s election, so the organization of an event
such as DACA Week was necessary.
“None of us imagine that these
questions are easy – the political discourse is electric and overcharged, and

so educating ourselves, and educating
our community is our responsibility as
teachers and intellectuals,” Ochoa said.
Junior Kiera Whalen, social
chair for the Sexuality and Gender
Alliance, said SAGA is especially
excited to promote the keynote lecture and emphasized the importance
of amplifying the voices of trans
women of color who, despite being
largely ignored, have ‘always been at
the forefront of social movements.’
Last week, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement reported
detainment of at least 25 individuals
in Orange County.
“A lot of us are given the luxury to
ignore this constant threat for a decent
proportion of our community, and so I
think it’s really important that they’re
holding this week, just to be like,
‘guys we knew this was news a couple
months ago, but this is still news,’” she
said.
@HannerMcClellan
university@dailytarheel.com

ed collegiate soccer wasn’t for her
and enrolled at Suffolk County
Community College the same day.
Most people supported Calire’s
decision.
“Some people will make their sly
comments like, ‘Oh, it’s so easy to go
to community college and transfer
in,’” she said. “But I just brush those
off because I know my truth, and I
know I worked hard.”
While she was in community college, she lived with her parents and
worked four jobs to save money.
During the transition to UNC, she
met with advisers to make sure she
would take the right classes and get
her credits to transfer. Although not
all of them did and registration was
stressful, she was able to satisfy most
of her general education requirements
before starting her first semester.
Both Calire and Prospero said
they wished they could have gone
to a four-year college straight out
of high school, but that community
college helped them grow.
“It’s probably the best decision I
made ever to go to community college,” Calire said.
state@dailytarheel.com

Walking into any restaurant in
North Carolina, customers can see
a white card with a health inspection
score on it. This score, ranging from
0.0 to 100.0 with an accompanying
letter grade, alerts customers to how
safe and clean an eating establishment is. Orange County currently has no restaurants with health
inspection ratings below an A.
“That results from our department having a very good relationship with restaurants,” said Victoria
Hudson, an Orange County Health
Department food, lodging and
institutions supervisor.
Restaurants are inspected up to
four times per year. The number of
inspections a restaurant receives
is determined by a risk-based frequency. Restaurants with intricate
menus that require multiple stages
of preparation for the final product
are inspected more often than restaurants that offer only a few items.
On Franklin Street, Trolly Stop
Hot Dogs is inspected only twice
per year, whereas BSki’s is inspected four times.
“We don’t serve any seafood, we
don’t serve chicken,” said Eric Martin,
Trolly Stop’s general manager.
During health inspections, the
Health Department evaluates a
restaurant’s foodborne illness risk
factors, public health interventions
and retail practices. Inspectors
check food storage temperatures,
the accessibility of hand-washing
sinks, the state of equipment and
the restaurant’s use of utensils.

Restaurants can get point deductions for seemingly small offenses.
BSki’s manager Medo Ghon said
the restaurant, which has a score of
98.5, got points deducted on its last
inspection because he was drinking
coffee from a cup without a lid.
The rules for hand-washing are
equally intricate. Hudson said there
are five different kinds of hand-washing violations, such as turning a faucet off without a paper towel.
Restaurants given a B rating or
below can request to be re-inspected within 15 days. North Carolina
requires all restaurants have a certified food safety manager in the facility when food is being prepared and
served. Orange County encourages
restaurants to get certified through
the ServSafe program. Martin said
ServSafe is part of the reason why
the restaurant has had a score of
100 since it opened three years ago.
The health department does not
tell restaurants when an inspector
will come for an evaluation. Though
Martin can guess when Trolly Stop
will receive an inspection, he said
their preparation doesn’t change.
Even though Orange County
restaurants have overwhelmingly
positive health inspection scores,
Hudson encourages customers to
evaluate the numerical score, not
just the letter grade.
“I don’t think people use the
grade card the way I want them to,”
Hudson said. “Look at the number.
The grade, it’s somewhat relative
to what the score is and how much
prep there is.”
@maringwolf
city@dailytarheel.com
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Carolina’s Finest and Summer on the Hill
This summer, make it your goal to enjoy these top Carolina experiences for yourself.

Best male athlete:

Best place to buy Carolina swag:

Theo Pinson

Johnny T-Shirt

Theo Pinson is No. 1 on the court and No. 1 in our hearts! This senior
shooting guard played with heart and poise during his last season with
the Tar Heels. His leadership united a young team and allowed the Tar
Heels to play cohesively throughout the season.

128 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill // johnnytshirt.com/
carolinastore/browse.php?p=intro

This UNC merch store has served the Chapel
Hill community since 1983 by providing high
quality, officially licensed clothing, sports
gear, home decor and more. A portion of
every sale goes to UNC academic scholarships
and athletics.

Runner-up: Joel Berry II

Best female athlete:

Paris Kea

After sitting out the 2015-16 season due to NCAA transfer regulations,
Paris Kea was an essential part of the women’s basketball team this
season. The redshirt junior earned first team all-ACC honors this year and
leads the team in scoring, averaging 18.8 points per game.

Runner-up: UNC Student Stores
Best accessories
store:

Runner-up: Morgan Lane

Best intramural or
club sport:

Volleyball

If your killer volleyball serve
suffers with the pressure of
an audience, intramural is the
way to go. And if you have a
competitive streak, you’ll thrive
in club volleyball, where you’ll
play against other schools’ teams.
Regardless of which you choose,
it’s the perfect way to get your
blood pumping, have fun with
friends, and relieve stress.

Runner-up: Soccer

Best place to work out:

Rams Head Recreation Center

https://campusrec.unc.edu/facility-list/rams-head/ // 101 Student Recreation Ctr,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599

This conveniently-located gym features three basketball
courts, an indoor track, an indoor climbing wall, cardio
machines, weights and exercise classes.

Light Years

121 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 //
lightyearsjewelry.com/

Light Years is affordable, laidback
and unique, selling anything
from handbags and necklaces
to incense, geodes, candles
and more. The store features
pieces from local artists and has
something for everyone.

Runner-up: Rumors

Best gift shop:

Light Years

If you walk into Light Years for a
gift-shopping trip, beware. There
is such a wide variety of knickknacks and accessories that it can
be tough to avoid accidentally
spending more than an hour in
this fun little shop.

Runners-up: UNC Student
Stores, Target

Best place to watch a game:

Dean Smith Center (a.k.a. the Dean Dome)
300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Watching a basketball game at a bar can be fun, but it can’t compare to
actually being there. There’s nothing like the feeling of unity and school
spirit you feel as part of the crowd at a game. It’s a quintessential UNC
experience. The Dean Dome first opened in 1986 and has been hosting
UNC basketball games ever since.

Runner-up: Sup Dogs

Runner-up: Student Recreation Center

An on-campus hub for all things fitness, the SRC has a large
weight room with cardio and strength-training equipment,
as well as two multi-purpose studios with hardwood floors.
Whether you want to join the bodybuilding crew or dance
along in a Zumba class, the SRC has something for you.

Best women’s clothing store:

Bevello

142 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 // https://www.bevello.com/

This accessible Franklin Street boutique is
known for its wide variety of chic clothing and
accessories, as well as its friendly, welcoming
staff. The store is up to date on trends
and, while perhaps a little pricey, is widely
considered to be worth it for the quality.

Best place to do yoga:

Rams Head Recreation Center

https://campusrec.unc.edu/facility-list/rams-head/ // 101 Student Recreation Ctr, Chapel Hill, NC 27599

One of the best ways to reduce stress during finals season is to take a yoga class. Rams Head
Recreation Center has classes every day with qualified instructors to guide you through classes
focused on mediation, flexibility and strength.

Runner-up: Rumors

Runner-up: Student Recreation Center

Best men’s clothing store:
Best frozen treat:

Yogurt Pump

Julian’s

135 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 // https://julianstyle.com/

“Purveyors to Carolina Royalty since 1942,”
this sophisticated family store sells upscale
Southern garb in an atmosphere teeming
with Southern hospitality. Julian’s also
offers alterations, personal shopping,
custom apparel, special orders and wedding
coordination.

Voted Carolina’s Finest for 13 years running, YOPO’s tasty,
rotating flavors offer something for everyone. And don’t
forget to save your receipts – you can trade in 10 receipts
for a free treat.

Runner-up: Ben & Jerry’s

Runner-up: Rumors

Best dessert:

Yogurt Pump

Delicious froyo, affordable prices AND endless
combinations? What dessert could be better?

Runners-up: Sugarland, Insomnia Cookies

Best date on a budget:

Yogurt Pump

Grab something sweet with someone sweet. YoPo’sYOPO’s
high-quality ingredients, delicious, refreshing yogurt and
affordable prices will definitely make you and your date
happy, especially on a warm day.

Runner-up: Cosmic Cantina

Best consignment store:

Rumors

106 N Graham St, Chapel Hill, NC 27516 // shopatrumors.com/

This thrift boutique buys, sells and trades
clothing to build a collection of chic vintage
pieces at affordable prices. Since 2007, Rumors
has provided Chapel Hill and Carrboro vintagelovers with numerous throwback options to
curate their own unique looks.

Runner-up: PTA Carrboro

Best place to get
engaged:

Four years. One Class of 2018. Remember it all.

Old Well

This classic UNC symbol is said to
bring luck to those who drink from
it at the start of their academic
careers. Maybe the same is said for
marriages — or maybe the storied
well and its beautiful surroundings
just make for a romantic proposal
setting. We’ll never know for sure.

Runner-up: The Arboretum

Best place to furnish your nest:

Target

It seems like an obvious choice, but there are so
many options at Target at extremely low prices. It’s
perfect for broke college kids looking to get what
they need while still saving enough money for
dinner.

Runner-up: Urban Outfitters (Southpoint)
The best four years of your life.
Make the memories last with an ad
in our Graduation Keepsake Edition.

Order your ad today at dailytarheel.com/graduation
Deadline is Wednesday, April 25th!

Best “most Chapel Hill” hang out:

He’s Not Here

This iconic bar is known for its backstory. Back when
Michael Jordan used to attend UNC, he frequented He’s
Not. People would call the bar and ask if he was there,
and He’s Not workers would reply with the titular phrase.

Runner-up: The Quad

Best campus bathroom:

Student Union

With far more stalls than the average
bathroom, there’s never a line for the
Student Union toilets. Just make sure to bring
a scented candle if you’re planning to be
there for long (for the ambiance, of course).

Runner-up: Undergraduate Library
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History of the
Olympics with
Matt Andrews

Runner-up: Media Ethics

Matt Andrews is a history
professor known for his sense of
humor, engaging lectures, and
infectious passion. His research
focuses on the relationship
between sports and American
culture and history, especially in
regards to social issues.

Best spot for a private
event:

Runner-up: Dr. Jeannie Loeb

Top of the Hill

Best place to take your
parents:

Top of the Hill

There’s nothing better than a home-cooked
meal... Except maybe one Top of the Hill’s
famous Southern dishes. Bring your parents
here, and they’re sure to be impressed.

Runners-up: Spicy 9, Kipo’s

Runners-up: Undergraduate Library, Graham Memorial

Arguably the best day
of the semester, LDOC
means that classes
are over, but finals are just around the corner. Students celebrate by
reminiscing on the semester and taking advantage of the free food
available at multiple campus events.

Runners-up: UNC vs. Duke games, Holi Moli

Al’s Burger Shack, Sup
Dogs and Ms. Mong

This category is tied between three classic Chapel
Hill restaurants. While all feature delicious,
affordable food, each has their own unique
charm. Al’s is a fun, award-winning burger
restaurant serving tasty locally-sourced shakes,
burgers, and hot dogs. Sup Dogs prides itself on
being a game day destination and offers specialty
all-beef hot dogs and their famous cheesy tots.
Ms. Mong is one of the most popular Asian
fusion restaurants in Chapel Hill and provides customizable Mongolian BBQ dishes with a twist.

Runner-up: TRU Deli

Best patio:

Best drink specials:

TRU’s patio has multiple seating options with
cushioned chairs and tables. With the deli’s buildit-yourself sandwich and salad menu, unique
selection of cocktails and free WiFi, this patio is the
perfect place to study or socialize on a sunny day.

With 18 select west-coast beers on draft, a broad
selection of fine wines and an extensive whiskey
menu, TRU Deli & Wine is an ideal spot to catch
up with friends. And the nightly drink specials are
easy on a college student’s wallet.

TRU Deli & Wine

Top of the Hill

Top of the Hill’s brewery has been pouring
refreshing beers since 1996 and boasts a
number of unique drafts, from Blueberry
Wheat to Old Well White.

Runner-up: Steel String Brewery

Best bar bathroom:

Top of the Hill

Clean, large, and featuring full-length
mirrors, the TOPO bathroom is everything a
drunkard needs. The powerful hand dryers
are perfect for when you spill a drink all
over your top and need to wash and dry
it, too.

Runner-up: Linda’s

Runner-up: Pantana Bob’s

TRU Deli & Wine

Runners-up (TIED): He’s Not Here, Sup Dogs

Best sandwich:

Best girl’s night out:

TRU’s design-it-yourself menu format ensures that
you’ll have full control over whether you like your
food — and you’re pretty much guaranteed to like
it, given the quality of the ingredients. Note: their
cookies are also delicious, and they’re only 50
cents apiece.

There’s no better place to chat with your girls than
TRU. Grab a glass of wine and a sandwich and
catch up on their comfortable couch-style seating
or at a table, if your group is large.

TRU Deli & Wine

TRU Deli & Wine

Runner-up: CFD and Linda’s

Runner-up: Merritt’s

Best brunch:

Best vegetarian or
vegan restaurant:

Elmo’s Diner

Best pizza
place:

Spotted Dog

This popular diner
usually has a wait, but
the line moves quickly
and is improved by
its free coffee bar. It’s
known for its large
selection of tasty, classic
dishes and welcoming,
laid-back atmosphere.

Spotted Dog has been described
as “vegetarian heaven” and is
known for its enormous selection of
mouthwatering vegetarian and vegan
options. Fortunately, the restaurant
also offers local, humanely-sourced
meat, so no one has to miss out on the
experience.

Runner-up: Carolina
Coffee Shop

Runners-up: Mediterranean Deli, TRU Deli

Perennial and
Open Eye Cafe

Hibachi & Co.

This new Franklin Street
establishment is a great deal,
providing a large amount of
food for the price. You can
get a full plate of chicken,
veggies and rice for $6.50 in
the afternoons.

Runner-up: TRU Deli

Best meal after
midnight:

Best burrito:

Cosmic Cantina

A popular late night spot for UNC
students, Cosmic Cantina dishes
up affordable burritos with fresh,
authentic mole sauce. The vegetarian
burrito is just as good as the chicken or
beef version, and if you add the extra
fixings (guacamole and sour cream),
you get even more bang for your buck.

Cosmic Cantina

Runners-up (TIED): Bandido’s,
Moe’s

Home of the Virginia
Slice, Benny’s is perfect
when all you want is a
slice bigger than your head — an urge people often seem to have
after they’ve had a few drinks. It caters to its target demographic
and is open until midnight or 3 a.m., depending on the day.

Runner-up: Italian Pizzeria III

Al’s Burger Shack

Perennial is relatively new cafe,
offering work and play options with free WiFi and board games
available for customers. Open Eye Cafe is a classic Carrboro coffee
shop that houses students and professionals during the day and
turns into a live music venue at night. Both coffee shops keep
a hard working community caffeinated and provide a pleasant
aesthetic.

Runner-up: Looking Glass
Cafe

Benny
Capella’s

Best burger:

Best coffee shop (TIED):
Best lunch
bargain:

Runner-up: Linda’s

LDOC (Last
Day of Class)

Best restaurant overall (TIED):

Best microbrew:

Delicious Mexican food
at late hours are great for
topping off a long night
of studying or satisfying
drunk munchies. And
with burritos as low as $4,
there’s no need to break
the bank.

Best event:

Matt Andrews

Runners-up: Carolina Inn, Spicy 9

Runner-up: Carolina Inn

Open until 2 a.m.
Monday through
Thursday and Sunday
and all night during
finals, Davis is the ideal
spot for a late-night
study session. In April, it’s usually pretty crowded, so be sure to book a
study room in advance for groups.

Best professor:

An iconic Chapel Hill landmark, Top of the
Hill is often the first place people think of
when they think Chapel Hill restaurants.
With a beautiful view of Franklin Street and
delicious food, Top of the Hill is the perfect
place to celebrate an anniversary.

Not only does Top of the Hill have a great
dining atmosphere, it also has private
event spaces. With an on-site brewery
and distillery, any event from a wedding
reception to a private dining party is sure
to be a memorable experience.

Davis Library

Matthew Andrews is a renowned
American historian who focuses
on sports and American culture.
This course uses the history of the modern Olympic games to discuss
global sports and international relations. Topics range from sports and the
Cold War to the question of who is a “real” athlete.

Top of the Hill
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Best place to
study:

Best UNC Class:

Best place to celebrate an
anniversary:

Wednesday, April 18, 2018

Al’s is beloved for the taste of its scratchmade food, which is made from prime
ingredients that are locally sourced,
sustainably grown and extremely fresh. It
also offers locally brewed craft beer and
other special creations made by Al, the
restaurant’s “mad scientist of the grill.”

Runner-up: Buns

YoPo: A Tar Heel

Tradition Since 1982!
Downtown Chapel Hill

942-PUMP
106 W. Franklin Street (Next to He’s Not Here)

www.yogurtpump.com

Mon - Thurs 11:30 am - 11:30 pm
Fri - Sat 11:30 am - 12:00 am
Sunday 12:00 pm - 11:30 pm
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Best sushi:
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Best cocktails:

Spicy 9

Linda’s Bar & Grill

Spicy 9’s delectable flavor combinations and two-for-one roll deal make it a
can’t-miss restaurant for sushi lovers. Those who avoid sushi are also covered,
as its huge fusion menu features Japanese dishes, Thai noodles and curry,
Chinese dishes, and even Hawaiian poke bowls. There are also affordable
daily drink deals.

Linda’s serves yummy pub fare along with a wide
beer selection and famous house cocktails. Grab a
famous Linda’s Tea and some sweet potato tots before
participating in a game of trivia at the Downbar.

Runner-ups: TRU and TOPO

Runner-up: Akai Hana

Best bar overall:

Best doughnuts:

Linda’s Bar & Grill

Rise Biscuits and Donuts

Known for good food and even better friends, Linda’s
is a beloved Chapel Hill bar. The fun and welcoming
environment attracts one and all. It’s also well known for its trivia nights and infamous birthday
shot, involving a shot and a snort of Jameson Irish Whiskey.

Rise can’t be beat with its eclectic, original doughnut flavors. Whether you’ve
chosen the creme brulee, maple bacon bar, coconut snowball or all of the above,
doughnuts at Rise are always sure to hit the spot.

Runner-up: Krispy Kreme

Most likely to get towed:

Best movie theater:
The Varsity Theatre shows
current blockbuster films, tickets
are only $7, and it’s right on
Franklin Street. It only shows
a few movies at a time, but
the high accessibility and low price make it a hot destination for
students looking to kick back and chill at the movies.

Runner-up: Silverspot

Best live venue:

Cat’s Cradle

Cat’s Cradle is a relatively smaller
venue, creating an intimate musical
experience, even when you’re at the
back of the crowd. With a range of
local and big-name artists and fair
ticket prices, Cat’s Cradle is at the
heart of Chapel Hill’s music scene.

Runner-up: Local 506

Memorial Hall

Memorial Hall is located in the
center of UNC’s campus and
hosts award-winning musicians
and live performances of
dance and theater. The perfect
place to be inspired by the
arts, this historic space has
been a Chapel Hill institution for years.

Runner-up: Paul Green Theater

Best bike
repairs:

Everywhere

Varsity Theatre

Best performing arts space:

Runner-up: He’s Not Here

Just don’t park anywhere without a permit. Or better yet, don’t
drive at all.

Runner-ups: Stadium Drive and Franklin Street

Best place to live on campus:

Morrison

The home to a majority of UNC
sophomores, Morrison Residence
Hallis just a short walk away from
Chase Dining Hall and Rams Head
Recreation Center. The suitestyle rooms allow you and seven
of your best friends to share a
clean, well-furnished living space. Known for its creative student
government and community events with free food, Morrison is
the one of the most convenient housing options.

Runner-up: Carmichael

Best off-campus housing:

LUX at Central Park

LUX at Central Park is a
community of apartments
located on MLK Jr. Blvd
and is just a short walk up
the hill to campus. The
community has a resort
style pool and sun deck
and plenty of aesthetically
pleasing space to chill. They
have several different styles
of apartments, so there’s sure to be one that works for your crew.

Runner-up: A house

Have yet
to spend a
summer on
the Hill?
Register for a summer course or two
and enjoy the campus and town.
Nothing could be finer. A summer at Carolina.

summer.unc.edu

Bicycle Chain

Located right on
Franklin Street, The
Bicycle Chain is a
specialty bicycle
shop with friendly
and knowledgeable
staff. The shop is one
of several locations throughout the Triangle area and is
plugged into the local cycling community. If you’re looking
to make a purchase, every new bike sold there has lifetime
free service.

Runner-up: The Clean Machine

Best mechanic:

Chapel Hill Tire

You should
always be able
to trust your
mechanic,
especially
as a college
student with
limited funds.
Chapel Hill
Tire provides
trustworthy,
efficient car service and even offers a free hybrid shuttle
while your car is in the shop.

Runner-up: Johnson’s Garage

Summer on the Hill
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Ultimate guide to doing summer right at UNC
By Cy Neff
Staff Writer

The advice given is not sponsored
by the DTH. Just Cy Neff.
So you decided to take some summer classes at UNC. Maybe you realized that you wanted to graduate on
time. Or your summer internship
didn’t pan out. It could be that you
don’t really feel like being home for
a few months with your family. Most
likely you have an insatiable lust for
learning and an undying love for
being a Tar Heel.
Either way, you’re here now, either
you’ve got a car or your friend does,
and you need some advice: What
courses should you take, and what
should you do with your free time?

The hikes/the swimming holes
Ain’t nothing around as pretty and
wholesome as the woods here getting
all green-looking and chirpy-sounding and good-smelling. Nature is still
that bitch, just in case you’ve forgotten.
Take a brief foray down 15-501
and hit the Haw River. It gets surprisingly little traffic, and there are
a few fun, if not treacherous, rope
swings that will send you spa-looshing into the river.
The Eno River State Park is chockfull of scrumptious swimming holes
and delectable hikes. Visiting literally any area of the park will guarantee
you a gorgeous hike. As for the swimming: The Eno River Rock Quarry
is the most well-known, and will be
filled all summer long. It’s a lovely
place to waste your day away, but be
careful — open container laws are
semi-frequently enforced. Sennett’s
Hole is another sure-fire option on

the Eno and tends to be a little less
crowded than the quarry, with some
excellent rocks to splay out on.

The *culture*
Free art museums that aren’t the
Ackland: 21c (Durham) is a boutique
hotel in an old art deco bank that
always has a banging art collection.
It’s open 24/7, and former artists
exhibited there include that one guy
who made Obama’s presidential portrait. The North Carolina Museum
of Art (Raleigh) has a great and
sprawling outdoor component. It
also shows outdoor movies throughout the summer if you’re feeling like
bringing a boo, a picnic and (sneaking in) a bottle of rosé.
Free food is harder to come by
during the summer, but a lot of
booths at local farmers’ markets give
out free samples of delicious things
that you can’t afford.
Concert-wise, the following big
names will be in the 919 between
May and August, and a lot of smaller
acts will be too — Kendrick Lamar/
Schoolboy Q/SZA/almost all of TDE
(one concert), the Arctic Monkeys,
KIDZ BOP LIVE, Post Malone and
more.

Classes
A wise man once told me that it’s
never too late to drop out. For some
reason, I haven’t taken his advice.
If you’re still hanging around and
wanna get a lil more woke, maybe
consider taking a look at the following…
AMST 278 Crimes and
P u n i s h m e n t s ( Ma y m e s t e r ) Explores the histor y of crime
and how American society deals

DTH/CHICHI ZHU
Many Carolina students will spend summer in Chapel Hill taking classes or working and can spend free time exploring sites off-campus and in nearby cities, such as Durham.

with it, looks at the contemporary
American criminal justice system.
A deeply f-cked up and convoluted
topic that you can never know too
much about.
CHEM 262 Introduction to
Organic Chemistry II (Sessions I
& II) - A light easy A for those that
want to casually dibble and dabble

in the science-y things and learn
about all those little thingies that
make up the bigger things and how
the littler ones interact with each
other.
ENEC 220 Nor th Carolina
Estuaries: Environmental Processes
and Problems (Session I) - Field
trips! Studies natural processes and

human effects on the biologically
diverse Neuse River system.
EXPL 369 The Destruction of
Silent Sam (session unknown) - A
hands-on course wherein someone
finally takes the personal L for the
good of society and blows that shit
up.
university@dailytarheel.com

A summer outlook for UNC spring sports NBA Playoffs feature
former Tar Heels

Five Tar Heel teams have
a chance to continue
competing during summer.

Seven North Carolina alums
are participating in the first
round of the postseason.

By Michael Magnuson
Staff Writer

As UNC’s spring sports finish up
their regular seasons and prepare for
the postseason, Chapel Hill could be
the site for several NCAA events this
summer. Here is a rundown of five
teams who could end up playing
early tournament games and matches in friendly territory.

Tennis
The No. 7 men’s tennis team (18-4,
9-1 ACC) is one of the hottest teams
in its respective sport in the country.
These Tar Heels have won 10 of their
last 12 matches and hung around as
one of the nation’s top-10 teams with
only two games left on their schedule.
Behind the leadership of freshmen
Blaine Boyden (19-0) and William
Blumberg, UNC could host an NCAA
tournament regional with a strong
end to its season. North Carolina
will play its last two matches on the
road before returning to the Triangle
for the ACC Championships in Cary.
The top-ranked women’s tennis
team has been even more impressive
than the men’s team. Sporting a 22-2
record, these Tar Heels have won six
straight matches.
After dominating their past two
opponents, winning both matches
7-0, head coach Brian Kalbas and
his team have put together a compelling case to host an NCAA regional
match. UNC will play two more regular season matches before heading
to the ACC Championships — which
will also be in Cary.
If one or both of the North
Carolina tennis teams hosts a regional, they will take place May 11 through
May 13. If the Tar Heels advance to
the NCAA Championships, they will
travel to Winston-Salem on May 17.
A season ago, the women’s tennis

DTH FILE/GABRIELLE THOMPSON
The UNC baseball team hosted the 2017 Chapel Hill Regional last summer,
its first time hosting NCAA Tournament games since 2013.

team hosted three regional tennis
matches in Chapel Hill. The men’s
team also hosted one regionals match
and two NCAA Tournament matches.

Davidson, Michigan and Florida
Gulf Coast at home. The Tar Heels
were beaten twice by the Wildcats to
end their season.

Baseball

Lacrosse

Another team with a realistic shot
at hosting an NCAA regional is the No.
15 North Carolina (24-13, 12-6 ACC)
baseball team. The Tar Heels currently have the No. 8 RPI in the country,
despite not being ranked in the top 10.
UNC overcame a slow start this
the season and has risen back into
the top 25 after winning 17 of its last
23 games before losing Tuesday to
NC State. While North Carolina may
be playing well, hosting an NCAA
regional is far from guaranteed. The
Tar Heels will close out their season
with eight of their final 18 games
against ranked opponents.
If UNC baseball does host a
regional, it will take place from June
1 to June 4. North Carolina will also
have the opportunity to host a super
regional if it can win its regional.
Last season, UNC hosted

The No. 5 women’s lacrosse team is
another spring team that could host
an NCAA regional. After a strong season, the Tar Heels (11-3, 5-1 ACC) will
certainly be in the postseason.
UNC has won five straight games,
including a dominant 22-3 victory
over Canisius College. North Carolina
will host one more regular season
game against Duke on Saturday
before entering the ACC Tournament
in Durham. If the Tar Heels can continue to play at the same level as they
have all season, they could host early
round matchups.
Last season, the Tar Heels played
two matches at home during the
NCAA tournament, beating Virginia,
then losing to Navy the next week for
the last game at Fetzer Field before
construction started.
sports@dailytarheel.com

Green has been tasked with trying
to contain Kevin Durant while also
trying to make up for Leonard on
the offensive end.
The team as a whole has predictably struggled, but Green has not
By Will Keegan
been able to add much this series.
Staff Writer
He scored six points in Game One
The North Carolina men’s bas- on 2-5 shooting and went scoreless
ketball team has a long-standing in Game Two, going 0-3 beyond the
history of sending players to the arc.
NBA. In total, 112 UNC players
have been drafted, including an
John Henson
NCAA-best 49 in the first round. As
Over the past few seasons,
this year’s NBA Playoffs start, seven
Henson has been a crucial part of
Tar Heels will be in action.
the Milwaukee Bucks’ team and this
year, he has earned his spot on the
Wayne Ellington
starting lineup.
Led by the “Greek Freak” Giannis
Although he has bounced around
to seven different teams during his Antetokounmpo, Milwaukee has
career, Ellington has had a breakout had its struggles this season, but
was able to stay consistent enough
season this year.
He set the Miami Heat sin- to make the playoffs.
Playing the Celtics in the first
gle-season record for 3-pointers
made (227), which is also the most round, the Bucks dropped the first
by a bench player in NBA history. game in a thrilling overtime opener
He has become a reliable shooter off with three 3-pointers made in the
the screen, averaging 11.2 points per last ten seconds of regulation time.
Henson played 37 minutes, shot
game for the Heat.
In the Heat’s first-round series 3-6 from the field and ended the
against the Philadelphia 76ers, day with seven points, six rebounds
Ellington played 19 minutes and and six blocks.
In Game Two, Henson notched 12
scored six points in a Game One loss .
In Game Two in Philadelphia, points, six rebounds and four assists
he played 20 minutes and scored in 37 minutes of playing time. The
11 points in a Heat win. The teams Bucks fell to the Celtics, 120-106.
will head back to Miami tied, 1-1.

Danny Green
After being drafted by the
Cleveland Cavaliers in 2009, Green
has been on the San Antonio Spurs
since 2010.
He has shown the same defensive energy that he did while at
UNC while developing a dangerous
3-point shot and driving with more
confidence this season. With Kawhi
Leonard out in the Spurs’ series
against the Golden State Warriors,

Raymond Felton

In his 13th season in the NBA,
Felton has been a valuable veteran
on the Oklahoma City Thunder this
year. Averaging 16.6 minutes and
6.9 points on the season, he has
held down the backup point guard
spot for the Thunder behind reigning MVP Russell Westbrook.
In the Thunder’s Game One win
over the Utah Jazz, Felton scored
two points in 12 minutes.
sports@dailytarheel.com
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Here’s how to rock out in the Triangle this summer
Several concerts are coming
to the area, including Franz
Ferdinand and Beach House.
By Maeve Sheehey and Karyn
Hladik-Brown
Arts Editors

Spring semester hurtles to a close,
but the music scene in the Triangle
will stay alive even as campus clears
out.
For those of you sticking around
UNC for summer classes or jobs,
here are some concerts coming to
town.
Check out these nearby concerts
for a wide variety of bands and
genres that range from indie rock to
country.
Birth the Wretched
Local 506
June 7, Doors: 7 p.m., Show: 8
p.m.
$10
Death metal band Birth the
Wretched is performing at Local
506 to celebrate the release of their
EP. The Louisburg-based band is
being joined by other metal bands
from North Carolina, Septicemic,
Malediction, Antenora and
Discoveries.
To get a sense of their “Hell Forged
Death Metal” sound, check out their
self-titled single.
The Regrettes
Cat’s Cradle Back Room
June 7, Doors: 7 p.m., Show: 8
p.m.
$10 in advance/$12 day of
Los Angeles-based punk rock
band The Regrettes is stopping by
Carrboro between other headlining

shows, festival stops and supporting The Cold War Kids. The band
combines singer Lydia Night’s riot
grrrl vocals with a surf pop aesthetic, seen in songs “Hey Now,”
“Seashore” and their newest single,
“Come Through.”
NCMA Summer Concert Series
Joseph M. Bryan Jr., Theater at
the North Carolina Museum of Art
The North Carolina Museum of
Art is bringing musical acts such as
Father John Misty and Lake Street
Dive to Raleigh with its summer
concerts — some of which are being
co-presented by Cat’s Cradle. This
concert series has been going on for
two decades, so join the NCMA for
this long-standing tradition of summer sounds.
Now, Now
Local 506
July 15, Doors: 7 p.m., Show: 8
p.m.
Tickets $13 to $15
Check out some indie rock music
with Now, Now, a musical duo
formed in Blaine, Minn. This band
released “Saved,” its first album
since 2012, this year. The album
has been praised for its crisp drum
beats and electro-pop sounds.
Some highlights from this latest
release include “Can’t Help Myself ”
and “AZ.”
Beach House
The Ritz Raleigh
July 27, Doors: 7 p.m., Show: 8
p.m.
$30
By the time Beach House makes it
to the Triangle, their newest album
“7” will have been released. The
dream-pop duo intends for their
new record to be one of “rebirth

DTH FILE/VERONICA BURKHART
Summer entertainment includes concerts, such as LANY and Oh Wonder’s performance at Cat’s Cradle in 2016.

and rejuvenation,” with some tracks
featuring heavy layering, some with
limited instrumentation. Some songs
to check out are “Zebra,” “Myth” and
“Dive.”
Franz Ferdinand
The Ritz Raleigh
July 29, Doors: 7 p.m., Show: 8

NC General Assembly to convene May 16
By Veronica Correa
Staff Writer

While the semester comes to a
close and students return home, the
N.C. General Assembly is about to
begin session.
The April and May calendars for
the General Assembly are already
available online. Some of the committees that will meet at this time
plan to discuss topics ranging from
disaster relief to judicial reform.
North Carolina operates under a
part-time legislature system, meaning legislators typically have another job when the General Assembly
is not meeting. Even years, such as
2018, tend to be shorter sessions.
“If they want to do more than a
short session, then there has to be
special sessions,” said Jacob Smith,
a political science graduate teaching
assistant at UNC who focuses on
American and state politics.
Smith said the 2016 sessions were
more tumultuous than usual because
House Bill 2 was passed and the
General Assembly limited the governor’s power during that time.
The House and Senate will convene May 16. While most of the
summer agenda has not been publicly released, policy analysts within
North Carolina have a good idea of
what issues will be the most important for the General Assembly.
“The budget is always the most
important bill that the legislature passes every year,” said Rob
Schofield, director of NC Policy
Watch.
Once the budget is passed, it
is typically in effect for two years.
These bills are especially important
in recession years where financial
projects can be misconstrued, but
more recently these bills have more
accurately portrayed the correct
amount of government spending.
Schofield said there is also a
chance the General Assembly would
propose potential constitutional
amendments to go on the ballot.
Some of these issues include introducing voter ID laws as well as lowering the state income tax.

p.m.
$30
This Scottish indie rock band
has been around since 2002, but
the group recently got a makeover as Dino Bardot replaced Nick
McCarthy on guitar. Songs to look
out for include “Take Me Out,”

and “Do You Want To,” some of
the band’s more popular releases.
Also listen for tracks from Franz
Ferdinand’s newest album, “Always
Ascending,” which was released this
year.
@artsDTH
arts@dailytarheel.com

COLUMN

Spending summer
in Chapel Thrill
City Editor Rebecca Ayers
reflects on memories of her
own summer on the hill.

L
DTH FILE/KATIE SWEENEY
The North Carolina State Legislative building is located at 16 W. Jones St. in
downtown Raleigh. The N.C. General Assembly will convene May 16.

While the North Carolina Senate
approved a bill in 2017 to cap the
state income tax level at 5.5 percent,
Schofield said there is some talk to
make this cap permanent for everyone, including wealthy individuals.
Historically, this cap has been more
flexible to account for extra expenses
the state may need to account for.
Legislators will also be looking
for solutions to GenX, a contaminant that has been found in the Cape
Fear River and is a major source of
drinking water for those in southeast
North Carolina. GenX is connected
to various manufacturing processes
and has been previously unregulated. The long term effects of GenX
on human health are currently
unknown.
Another critical issue for the
legislature will be November’s midterm elections. Members of the
General Assembly will be keeping
in mind that their actions could
impact whether they get reelected.
Primaries for the midterm elections
will be May 8.
Smith said there was a possibility that conversations to begin
redistricting some of the larger

school districts could begin this
year, although it was not a current
priority.
There has also been mention
of some additional gerrymandering discussions. Republicans have
redrawn congressional districts
since they had a legislative majority
in 2010 and have also attempted to
redraw judicial and county districts.
Schofield said there was a possibility the Democrats could gain a
substantial amount of seats in the
midterm elections. At the very least,
they expect to eliminate the supermajority that the Republicans currently have.
Smith said if Democrats are able
to pick up enough seats, they would
be able to sustain Gov. Cooper’s veto
ability, which would help restore
some of his power.
“I do think there’s a possibility
that there could be another short session after the election,” Smith said.
“There are some new districts this
year in the next elections, so there’s
a possibility that Democrats in state
House could pick up seats.”
@RonnieACorrea
state@dailytarheel.com

ast summer I found myself
staying exactly where I had
spent my entire sophomore
year — Chapel Hill.
I had made the decision after
I realized I needed to fulfill an
ECON 101 credit that I was simply
not going to be able to pass during
a regular school year, and after I
accepted a job at The Daily Tar
Heel as the Breaking Editor.
In the words of Drake, the voice
of our generation, it was a time to
be alive.
Being in Chapel Hill during the
summer was a totally different
experience than it is during the
school year. The hustle and bustle
of stressed-out students and locals
mellows dramatically.
The downside of summer
school was actually having to go
to class every single day.
Nonetheless, I was only taking
one class. After I filled my mind
with economic theorems that
my very humanitarian mind had
a hard time grasping, I walked
out the doors greeted by UNC’s
beautiful campus and would lay
for hours on the quad with my
friends, wasting time that I didn’t
have during the normal school
year.
Having a class and also working
a part-time job got overwhelming
at times. It was hard balancing
traditional school work with the
erratic time schedule of being
a breaking editor. If you have a
class requirement that you know
you’re just not gonna do swell in,
I would highly recommend taking
it over the summer. Although it’s
definitely more expensive, risking
your GPA with one class that defi-

Rebecca Ayers
City Editor
Junior public relations major from
Cary.
Email: city@dailytarheel.com

nitely doesn’t represent your academic intelligence isn’t worth it.
Taking one or two summer
classes also makes it easier to
focus and digest all the information that you may not have time
for during the school year.
On my days off from my parttime job and school, I could study
my class content for a little bit in
a very empty Davis Library, and
then I was free to wander Chapel
Hill and its ins-and-outs. I went
to restaurants and holes-in-thewalls I “didn’t have time for”
during the school year. I visited
North Carolina’s many beaches
and could actually enjoy my vacation time, rather than worrying
about the four classes and parttime job I’d have waiting for me
when I got back.
Overall, staying in Chapel Hill
over the summer was a time for
me to really get to appreciate the
community I have in this town.
@rebeccaayers234
city@dailytarheel.com
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Actors to adopt new personas
for Womanless Beauty Pageant
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By Will Shropshire
Staff Writer

Company Carolina will be putting on a Womanless Beauty
Pageant on Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall of the Student
Union. Proceeds will benefit Company Carolina, as well as the
LGBT Center of Raleigh.
“We’re pulling from a pageant structure, but we’re putting it
into this event, which is more theater oriented,” said Bradley
Barefoot, the choreographer and emcee for the pageant.
Walk or Bike to Campus
“Instead of really worrying about beauty and trying to do an
6BR/4BR Available
impression of the female gender — which is totally not our
intention at all — we’re more focused on them pulling from
Units Zoned for
Six UNRELATED Occupants
their character and getting really deep and creating someSix Bedrooms
Allowed by Chapel Hill
thing hilarious that doesn’t necessarily pull from a female
reference.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF SUMMER LAWRENCE
Barefoot said that the pageant is not the same as a drag show.
Caleb Puchalski, also known as Doris Locht, puts on makeup in
“With drag culture, there’s a long history that goes into it,
and there’s a lot of elements of drag culture that we just are not preparation for performing at the Womanless Beauty Pageant.
www.louisebeckproperties.com
affiliating ourselves with,” he said. “We have decided not to term
it as a drag show because drag artists put so much money and
time and effort into what they’re doing, and this is really just
*
a one week gag for us. This isn’t a drag persona that’s going to
follow these people for the rest of their lives.”
The pageant includes events such as an evening gown portion where the audience will meet the contestants, a Q&A, a
talent show and two group performances. Contestants develop their characters and practice their individual performances
on their own. In rehearsal, they learn the group numbers and
practice the Q&A.
Two gorgeous pools!
“The talent portion is quite incredible,” said Grayson Hahn,
who will be competing under the name Belle Tower. “We have
Carrboro’s hidden gem in apartment living!
a lot of interesting and unexpected talents from people that I
Renovated kitchens!
24-hour fitness center!
think people will be very surprised to see. It’s very entertaining
and very funny.”
Hahn said he came up with his character by searching for
a name that would be funny to an audience of UNC students.
Caleb Puchalski, performing as Doris Locht, is approaching
his character from a more traditional drag stance.
“I do gender performance as a hobby and low-key job,” he
said. “Mine is less of a character, but I’ve definitely added characteristics to her for the purpose of this performance. Doris is
Pet Friendly Bark Parks!
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Making the future sustainable NC tax changes and what they
mean for public universities

By Brooke Bauman
Staff Writer

While the weather is a popular
topic for small talk, climate change
as an environmental issue isn’t typically considered a dinner table conversation — but Susan Joy Hassol is
on a mission to change that.
On Tuesday, Hassol spoke to a
crowd of students, staff and community members for the 2018 Earth
Day Keynote address, hosted by
Sustainability @ UNC.
“We often talk climate change as
an environmental issue,” Hassol said.
“But it’s not just an environmental
issue because if you don’t think of
yourself as an environmentalist, as
most Americans don’t, you might
think it’s not your issue. So I think it’s
really important to remember that
this is a story, the climate change
story, that’s about our people, our
economy, our food, our water, our
security, our safety and our way of
life.”
Hassol’s career as a climate change
communicator, analyst and author
has manifested itself through various platforms. Hassol is the director
of Climate Communication, works
for the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change and is an communication adviser for the World
Meteorological Organization. She
has given a talk on Science and
Solutions for a Tedx event at the
University of Montana and was the
senior science writer on all three
National Climate Assessments.
In order to effectively connect
scientists and the public, Hassol
advised to connect on values, seek
common ground, engage trusted
voices, change the narrative and
focus on other benefits.
Stephen Lapp is a senior at UNC
and an intern at Sustainability @
UNC. He hopes to use some of the
strategies Hassol outlined as he prepares to transition into the profes-

By Blake Weaver
Staff Writer

DTH/SAMANTHA ZIELINSKI
Susan Joy Hassol gives a lecture on climate change at the Earth Day keynote
event in Genome Sciences Building on Tuesday evening.

sional arena.
“For my job, I will be talking to
a lot of local governments about
water systems,” Lapp said. “While
this might not have to do anything
with climate change, my view and
their view might be different. So I
think just the broadened skillset of
widening a conversation and being
wary of who you’re talking with is
important.”
Cindy Shea is the director of
Sustainability @ UNC and a
co-sponsor for the event in conjunction with the Three Zeros
Environmental Initiative. Shea said
she invited Hassol to speak to promote climate change awareness on
campus.
“Most people coming tonight
understand that climate change is
a real threat, but it’s not universal,”
Shea said. “We’re hoping that by giving people some tools to be able to
communicate about climate change

that people will feel more confident,
and it will spur them to action to
have those difficult conversations
with people who may not be convinced that this is a clear and evident
near-term threat.”
Hassol said she sees climate
change as an issue that’s real, urgent
and induced by human action, but
she remains hopeful. Citing news
articles about collaboration between
Democrats and Republicans on
renewable energy initiatives, Hassol
said she sees the progress that has been
made in our own local communities.
“Here’s a real reason for hope,”
Hassol said. “Of new electricity that’s
come on line in the U.S. and globally in the last couple of years, twothirds of that new electric capacity
is renewable, mostly solar and wind.
That’s really impressive. So we’re not
starting from scratch. We’re already
on our way.”
university@dailytarheel.com

A policy report from the North
Carolina Justice Center’s Budget and
Tax Center raises questions about
the success of North Carolina’s 2013
tax reform and the future of North
Carolina funding given the soonto-be-seen effects of the federal tax
reform in December 2017.
The NC Justice Center is a progressive research and advocacy organization. Their mission is “to eliminate
poverty in North Carolina by ensuring that every household in the state
has access to the resources, services
and fair treatment it needs to achieve
economic security,” according to the
organization’s website. Alexandra
Sirota, the Budget and Tax Center
director, wrote in her brief that the
primary focus of the N.C. General
Assembly during the next legislative
session should be to address upcoming cuts in corporate and personal
income tax rates in January 2019.
Sirota said North Carolina will lose
roughly $900 million over a year in
revenue from the scheduled taxes,
which she said will lead to the state’s
budget being out of balance, requiring
funding cuts in public health, environmental protections and education.
“Removing the scheduled tax cuts
from statute this session is the first
step to ensure that North Carolina
can adequately invest in its future,
strengthen the economy for the longterm and prepare for likely external
shocks to the state’s economic and
fiscal health,” she said.
Sirota cited the General Assembly’s
Fiscal Research Division’s January revenue memo, where the non-partisan
staff agency found that, due to recent
tax cuts, it’s possible final payments on
the 2017 tax year from taxpayers will
come up short of expectations.
The memo said the federal tax

reform changes will not have a significant, ongoing impact on the state’s
revenue but could affect the financial holdings of individuals and could
affect final payments in the future.
The federal tax reform in December
reduced the corporate tax rate from 35
percent to 21 percent and rearranged
personal tax brackets, with a top
bracket decreasing from 39.6 percent
to 37 percent, among many other limits on deductions. Original provisions
in the first House of Representatives’
bill included limits on deductions for
graduate students’ grants and scholarships, which would have led to those
individuals getting a tax increase.
These provisions were eventually cut
out of the final legislation.
Kathleen Thomas, a tax law professor at the UNC School of Law, said
it’s difficult to predict and view how
tax cuts impact the economy and
economic recovery because the evidence is so mixed.
She said a lot of the future predictions depend on whether or not the
state can bring in enough revenue,
which is something that was not
mentioned when politicians pointed
at North Carolina for a model for the
federal tax reform. Thomas said there
is definitely a potential for a loss in
higher education funding, especially
since the federal government is projected to lose $1.5 trillion in revenue,
which could come from any sector of
the government. She said students
should take away that their state tax
cuts are permanent for the time being,
but the federal tax cuts are temporary
– some provisions expire in 2025,
while others expire in 2027 and 2028.
“What should cause everyone
concern is – notwithstanding the
fact that we might all see our tax bill
go down – is this a sustainable long
term plan, both at the federal and
state level,” Thomas said.
state@dailytarheel.com

DTH office is open TODAY
from is
9am-5pm
• DTH9:00am-5:00pm
office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14
DTH office
open Mon-Fri

Line Classified Ad Rates

Deadlines

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

Line Ads: Noon, the day prior to publication
25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

Announcements
VOTE SALLY GREENE: Orange County Democratic and Unaffilliated Voters: Vote Sally
Greene for Orange County Commissioner
at-large. Thoughtful leadership based on 13
years service on Chapel Hill Town Council.
Early voting at Chapel of the Cross April 21,
Apr 23-27, Apr 30-May 5; Primary day May
8; or by mail. Endorsed by Orange-Chatham
Group Sierra Club. http://SallyGreene.org @
GoSallyGreene Paid for by Grassroots for
Greene.

INTERESTED IN FREE MASONRY? Get your
questions answered! Masonic open house,
Thursday April 19th, 6:30pm. Philanthropic
Chamber at 407 New East Hall. ALL ARE WELCOMED! 919-923-8303
EARLY VOTING APRIL 21 - MAY 5 for May 8

Democratic primary: site closest to campus
is Chapel of the Cross (304 E Franklin St)
next to Morehead Planetarium: Saturday
April 21 9am-3pm; weekdays April 23 - May
4 noon to 6 pm; Saturday May 5 9am-1pm.
Orange County Democratic and Unaffiliated
voters are eligible. Voter address changes
can be reported on-site.

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.heelshousing.com

Start a rewarding and
fulfilling career and earn
extra money!

We have positions available
immediately, no experience
necessary- you just need to be
excited about coming to work and
helping others! This position is
great for anyone looking for Parttime work! Build a relationship
with unique, interesting
individuals! Various shifts
available! Entry-level
pay starting up to $11
per hour. To apply visit
us at jobs.rsi-nc.org

Child Care Services

Help Wanted

SUMMER CAMP ages 5-12. We offer structured, themed camps. Lunch and afternoon
snacks. Field trips, swimming. $125 per week
10 spaces available. 919-370-2699

Child Care Wanted

BE A PART OF A HEALTHY STARTUP Chapel
Hill intern to help founder of a local startup.
Must have interest in health and wellness.
Good energy. Organized. Motivated to make
a difference. Communication and project management assistance needed. 10 hours / week.
919-698-9447

LIFE SKILLS TUTOR
NEEDED

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
NEEDED

Help an active 18 year-old man with Autism in
Durham, Chapel Hill develop academic and leisure skills, practice language, learn social, self
help and independent skills, get exercise and
go on community and social outings. Seeking
a tutor who will keep him engaged and have
fun doing activities such as swimming, cooking, and singing. Experience preferred, but
extensive training is provided. Supervision for
RBT or other ABA certification is available. This
is a great opportunity for individuals to be part
of a strong behavior-based home intervention
program. A 10-25 hour commitment for a minimum of 1+ year. Clean driving record required.
Position available Spring/Summer jillgoldstein63@gmail.com.

For Rent
LIVE NEAR UMSTEAD Park. Large two-bedroom
walk-out basement apartment. Kitchen appliances and washer-dryer included. Bath with
double vanity. $950/month, including utilities
and internet. No pets, no smoking. 919-9421027/ chhouse1967@gmail.com.

For Duke Clinical Research Study. Duties include physiological monitoring, data entry and
data processing. Bachelors degree required.
Please send resume and cover letter to lana.
watkins@duke.edu

Volunteering
HEALTHY VOLUNTEER
STUDY

The US Environmental Protection Agency is
seeking volunteers ages 18-40 to participate in
a research study on the UNC Chapel Hill campus. You will complete 3 visits over 4-6 weeks.
Compensation up to $375 given for your time
and travel. For more information on the study,
contact our recruiters at 919-966-0604 Monday
through Friday. Keyword: CRU/Bronchoscopy

MERCIA RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES: Now

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT
CENTERCENTER
NEWMAN
CATHOLIC
STUDENT
showing and leasing properties for 2018/19
MASS SCHEDULEMASS
DURING SCHEDULE
LENT
school year. Walk to campus, 1BR-3BR
ASH
WEDNESDAY
available. Contact via mpatmore@hotmail.
com or 919-933-8143.
February 14, 2018

Saturday Vigil: 5:15 pm
Sunday: 9:00 am, 11:00 am, 7:00 pm

HOROSCOPES
If April 18th is Your Birthday...
Together you rise this year. Review and reassess.
Look back on ground covered. Reconsider rules,
structures, foundations and traditions. Reconnect
with a sense of purpose. Reduce, revise and
simplify. Make plans for summer launch. Shift
team perspectives for winter renewal. Envision and
inspire.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- Plan adventures, travels and
educational exploration over three months,
with Saturn retrograde. Study, write and
research, especially today and tomorrow.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- Follow budgets closely. For the
next few months, with Saturn retrograde, financial discipline pays extra dividends. Today
and tomorrow may get especially profitable.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Return to what worked before. Strengthen bonds between partners this
quarter, with Saturn retrograde. Revise collaborative projects. Resolve misunderstandings.
Make a personal change before tomorrow.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 -- Review and revise your health
practices over three months, with Saturn
retrograde. Listen to your intuition today and
tomorrow. Notice what your body wants
and needs.

Masses with Ash Distribution
WALK TO CAMPUS! 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms.
Washer/Dryers, $670 to $1,895/month. ComMonday,
Wednesday
& Friday:
5:00 pm
7:00 am
– Newman
Church
pare to dorm prices! www.chapelhillrentals.
Tuesday
& Thursday:
12:30 pm Union
12:15 pm
– Great
Hall, Carolina
com 919-933-5296

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Follow rules closely to win
over three months, with Saturn retrograde.
Prioritize romance and fun. Invite the gang to
play for a few days.

Eucharistic Adoration after Monday and
STONECROP APARTMENTS. Walk to campus,
7:00
pmMass
– Newman
Church
downtown, affordable 3, or 4 BR w/ 4BA. Rent
Thursday
in the Activity
Center
includes all utilities, parking in garage, WiFi,
During
the
season
of
Lent,
we
will
add
a daily Mass on
W/D, huge kitchen, rec room, security entrance
Stations of the Cross Friday: 5:45 pm
Monday at 5:00 pm, Eucharistic Adoration after Monday
with elevator. Call 919-968-7226, rentals@
and Thursday Mass in the Activity Center, and
millhouseproperties.com.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -- For about three months, with
Saturn retrograde, revise plans for home
infrastructure. Finish old projects. Refine and
polish. Consider professional opportunities
through tomorrow.

5:00 pm – Newman Church

218 Pittsboro
(across
The Carolina
Inn)pm.
Stations
of theStreet
Cross
onfrom
Fridays
at 5:45

(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Edit and revise, with Saturn
retrograde for three months. Indulge nostalgic
retrospection. Adapt the story to current
circumstances. Study the scenery over the next
two days.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Go over the numbers. Exert
budgetary discipline over the next quarter,
with Capricorn Saturn retrograde. A collaboration could get profitable today and tomorrow.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Personal self-discipline produces results, with Saturn retrograde. Learn from
the past without repeating it. Compromise
with your partner today and tomorrow.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 -- With Saturn retrograde, consider old dreams and visions. Measure ground
taken over three months. Care for health and
fitness for a few days.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 -- Plan upcoming events and
gatherings with friends. Lay the groundwork
for community enthusiasm, with Saturn
retrograde. Prioritize fun and relaxation today
and tomorrow.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Review professional objectives
this quarter, with Saturn retrograde. Backstage
discipline earns eventual reward. Home
restores you. Get domestic for a few days.
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death rate and 94th in clinical care
quality in 2016.
Tavares Bostic, another member
of the Concerned Citizens, said people in Dobbins Heights face decisions like choosing not to buy food
to afford gas for their cars, struggles
their representatives have never
grappled with.
He said these struggles make it
hard to rally the community against
projects like Enviva’s because of the
potential job creation the new industry brings with it.
“For people here who need jobs,
who need money, they’ll say, ‘Well,
I’m 55 and my kid is in high school,
so I will take the negative health
impacts if it means I can leave money
for my young people,’” Bostic said.
Kim Cesafsky, manager of sustainability at Enviva, said safety for
workers and community members
is the number one priority of the
company.
“Not only are we totally in compliance or more than in compliance
with laws, but in addition to that, we
do our own continuous monitoring
of air quality at our facilities on a voluntary basis,” Cesafsky said.

Environmental impacts
Enviva, the world’s largest producer of wood pellets, uses trees from
surrounding forests to produce the
pellets at its facilities. Those wood
pellets are then transferred by train
to ports on the East coast, where they
are shipped to Europe to be used as
an alternate fuel source.
Researchers have expressed serious concerns over the environmental impact of wood pellet production
facilities. In a letter sent to Governor
Roy Cooper in September 2017, the
Medical Advocates for Healthy Air
said the facilities emit air pollutants
that are harmful to human health,
and that the Enviva facility would

planned to build a new facility next
to Dobbins Heights, the Concerned
Citizens wanted to voice their opposition. But by the time they learned
about the plans, the construction
project was already in the works.
“Signatures have already been
signed, discussions have already
been had and now, here we are, fighting behind the eight-ball in a sense,”
Bostic said.
In 2015, Enviva made the permit
that gave it permission to build a
facility in Richmond County public in The Richmond County Daily
Journal.
That notice included a public
comment period where Richmond
County residents could voice their
opinions on the facility’s construction. However, Bostic said many
residents in Dobbins Heights aren’t
subscribed to the paper and lacked
the ability to see this notice.
The notice also lacked a specific
address for the planned facility and
listed a zip code for a different county, making it impossible for residents
to know how close the wood pellet
plant would be to their homes.
Derb Carter, an attorney at the
Southern Environmental Law
Center, said the permit was not corrected until the law center pointed
out the required information that
was missing to the DEQ.
No effort was made by the county commissioners to give citizens an
additional comment period to voice
their concerns after the facility’s
address was added to the permit,
Carter said.
“If there is a process, it is wholly
inadequate in how they approach
those kinds of issues,” Carter said.
“The reality is these types of facilities
have a tendency to be located in areas
where the population is not politically strong enough
to defend their
‘Fighting behind the eightcommunities.”
ball’
Bostic said he
When they found out that Enviva doesn’t believe
Enviva will hire
add an unnecessary burden of disease on residents.
Over 100 scientists across the
world expressed the dangers of wood
pellet production facilities in a letter
to Cooper in November 2017. It said
that burning wood pellets and other
biomass sources, which is often done
at these facilities to fuel the production of more wood pellets, emits carbon dioxide at a higher rate than coal
or natural gas.
The letter also identified these
facilities as contributors to deforestation, due to the high volume of
trees they need to cut down to produce wood pellets. Deforestation
can also put already disadvantaged
communities at a higher risk of flood
damage.
Enviva identifies wood pellets as
a renewable energy source, since the
carbon released from burning wood
can be made up for once a new tree
is grown. Cesafsky said the company
does not accept wood from forests if
the intention is to convert the leftover land into agriculture or development.
Cesafsky also said that woodbased industry can promote forest
growth.
In an interview with The Daily Tar
Heel last November, Tim Searchinger,
a researcher at Princeton University,
said wood pellets may not be as
renewable as advertised.
“They call it a renewable source
because you can give the trees a
chance to grow back and cancel out
the carbon we’re releasing through
burning,” Searchinger said. “That
is true if you let the trees fully grow
back. But for various reasons –
including the inefficiencies because
trees grow slowly – you’re actually
increasing the amount of carbon in
the atmosphere for decades.”
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many Dobbins Heights residents to
work at the facility once it is built.
While the facility will create
approximately 80 new jobs, Cesafsky
said Enviva doesn’t know how many
of these roles will be filled by community members.
“We make efforts to hire locally
because we want people who are
invested in the community where
they are working,” she said.
Fully-operating Enviva facilities in
other parts of North Carolina have
been met with complaints from residents. In Sampson County, where
Enviva began operations in 2017,
Jane Thornton lives the closest of
any resident to the company’s facility.
Thornton used a monitor to measure air quality around her home for
months before and after the facility opened. She found a 75 percent
increase in fine particulates in the air
after Enviva began operation.
Thornton said that beyond air
quality, the facility creates noise
pollution from operating 24/7 that
disrupts people’s sleep and productivity. She also said the high volume
of traffic has posed a problem to the
community.
“The truck traffic by my house on
a little old country road has torn it all
to pieces,” Thornton said.
Cesafsky said Enviva worked with
the Sampson County government to
set up a new stop light, along with
other precautions to reduce traffic.
While the Enviva facility in
Richmond County has only recently broken ground, David predicted
that when it is built, these kind of
problems will devastate Dobbins
Heights.
“They will see what this is going
to do,” David said. “It’s going to be
an explosion.”
investigations@dailytarheel.com

VOTING

FROM PAGE 1

youth voter turnout.
He also said young people are less
likely to vote because they have not
established the habit of voting and
because they tend to have weaker
partisan attachments than older
people.
That’s the case for sophomore
Melanie Sanchez, who said there are
more barriers for young people to
vote such as lack of transportation
and, for college students, being registered in their hometowns. Political
awareness will affect her decision,
too — she said she does not think
she is familiar enough with the candidates to vote in the midterms.
“I feel an increased desire (to
vote), but I don’t know enough about
the people that I would be voting for,”
she said.
university@dailytarheel.com

BASEBALL

FROM PAGE 1

panic button, having won seven of
ten matchups in April. But with the
dispiriting loss against the Wolfpack,
this weekend’s series against a mediocre Georgia Tech squad becomes
more crucial. The Tar Heels will be
led by third baseman Kyle Datres,
who extended his career best hitting
streak to 17 games in the loss.
“We just gotta flush this game,
obviously not the outcome we wanted,” Datres said. “We got a big series
coming up with Georgia Tech.”
One thing is certain. The Tar Heels
will hope for a much better showing when they return to DBAP on
May 22 for the ACC Championship
Tournament.
sports@dailytarheel.com

Closest Chiropractor to Campus!

919-929-3552
Dr. Chas Gaertner, DC

Voted BEST in the Triangle!

NC Chiropractic
304 W. Weaver St.

April 20
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Solution to
last puzzle

Level:

1

2

3

4

Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Plastering strip
5 Go here and there
9 Performs a full-body scan
on?
14 “Wonderfilled” cookie
15 Arizona county or its
seat
16 Decoratively patterned
fabric
17 Exploit a situation for
personal wealth
20 Decorator’s asset
21 Black & Decker rival
22 Membership fees
23 Embarrassing shirtpocket stain
25 Range above tenor
27 Textured overhead
interior feature in some
homes
34 Soup aisle container
35 Director Kazan
36 Walk-on role
37 Feels remorse over
39 Sock away
42 Works on a seam
43 Identityconcealing name
45 Yr.-end
consultants
47 “The fresh air is
delightful!”
48 Large final loan
remittance
52 iPod download
53 Tofu source
54 Dating from
57 Give the band a
hand

60 Brings in from the field
64 Has little significance ...
and to all intents and
purposes, what the first
word of 17-, 27- and
48-Across does
67 German steel town
68 “I’ve got the tab”
69 Like some art class
models
70 Places for laces
71 Call for
72 Shocked reaction
Down
1 Artist’s digs
2 Flooring calculation
3 Drinks with crumpets
4 Inside racetrack info
5 Loaf in a deli
6 For you and me
7 Wild way to run
8 Hit song from
“Flashdance”
9 Extra NFL periods

10 Ski resort transports
11 “In __ of gifts ... “
12 Otherwise
13 Sinks out of sight, as the
sun
18 Therefore
19 Couture monthly
24 Beverage nut
26 Personal quirk
27 Former “American Idol”
judge Abdul
28 Roger of NBC News
29 Volcano edge
30 Anti-discrimination org.
31 “In other words ... “
32 Not experienced in
33 “Golly!”

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

34 Clawed crawler
38 Like foods for a lowsodium diet
40 Body wrap offerer
41 Comes out with
44 Not worth a __
46 Camper’s dessert
49 On a single occasion
50 Willie of country
51 Watching closely
54 Golf rarities
55 Beauty pageant band
56 Roughly
58 Celebrity chef Burrell
59 Fleshy fruit
61 Isla surrounder
62 Advanced degrees:

12
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We need
a good,
walkable
bookstore

T

his past Sunday, after a
nauseatingly large breakfast at The Root Cellar, I
staggered over to Flyleaf Books.
While there, I bought “Her Body
and Other Parties” by Carmen
Maria Machado, one of the books
I’d been casually reading while
standing in bookstores (read:
stealing) since it came out.
Things I love about Flyleaf: its
variety, excellent staff recommendations and decently large used
book section. Things I don’t love:
its location. I never visited the store
before sophomore year, since it’s
largely inaccessible without a car or
a substantial amount of willpower.
My real home freshman year, for
reasons of location and cat presence, was The Bookshop. For most
passersby, The Bookshop was the
strangely dark, narrow bookstore
with the inexplicable cat constantly
sitting in its window. For those
of us who knew and loved The
Bookshop, it was a constant source
of new, cheap reading material. I
was crushed by the news of its closing this past summer.
Aside from my personal
grief, though, the closing of The
Bookshop created a real hole in
Chapel Hill. Without its quirky,
convenient offerings, the immediate Chapel Hill area (for students without transportation) has
become a literary desert of sorts.
Although the Student Stores bookstore has an impressive offering of
current popular fiction, its Barnes
and Noble inspired prices are too
steep for any kind of frequent purchasing, and its selection is — at
the risk of sounding unbearably
pretentious — extremely mainstream, with very little to shock or
delight the curious explorer.
In the wake of The Bookshop’s
demise, we need a good, local, independent bookstore. Independent
bookstores can reflect the needs of
their specific community in a way
that chains or online sellers can’t.
Stores like Eso Won Books in Los
Angeles, with its mission to promote African-American voices, are
intellectual hotbeds of activity for
communities looking to learn.
Ultimately, independent bookstores, above all, characterize
their surrounding communities.
The places I’ve lived so far are all
inextricably linked, for me, to my
favorite of their uniquely curated,
independent bookstores — Politics
and Prose at home in DC; Saint
George’s in Berlin; Flyleaf, for
now, here. Local bookstores imbue
towns like Chapel Hill with literary character. That’s something a
generic Student Stores bookstore
can’t, or at least shouldn’t, do.

EDITORIAL

America’s new Guilded Age
History is starting to
rhyme, and that should
worry us.

A

former presidential candidate thinks the pyramids
were made for grain, the
president makes headlines with
porn stars and mayors across the
country are somersaulting backwards to get Jeff Bezos to come to
their town.
In the current political state,
stale rhetoric matches more stale
rhetoric, absurdities abound and
every election is painted as a
Manichean clash between Satan
and Jesus. The whole of American
politics seems to be an exercise
in morally-gilded demagoguery
where how loud you’re yelling
counts more than what you are
saying.
Welcome to The Gilded Now.
One-hundred and forty years
ago, author Mark Twain lamented
the massive inequality of his day,
veiled by an ostensible pursuit of

good and wrapped in the gold leaf
of progress. His Gilded Age has
been remembered for vote-buying,
hefty voter turnout and political
veins bursting with corporate cash.
American “democracy” was a farcical play wherein politicians pretended to be righteously beholden
to public will but self-dealt behind
the elaborate, gold-hued charade.
Others have compared today’s
problems to those of Twain’s time.
In the modern adaptation of
this drama, railroad tycoons are
replaced by the CEOs of Amazon,
Facebook and Google. And major
American cities are happily
bending their law into giving tax
credits and deductions in order
to secure corporate headquarters. In Boston’s recent and shiny
“Yes”-laden proposal to Amazon,
city officials even offered a program to give zero-interest loans
to Amazon employees to buy
houses.
Each individual cog in this damaging system begrudgingly goes
along because of past outcomes

and future threats. In the increasingly blurred domains of business
and politics, we’ve been stuck in an
endless escalation of rhetoric and
action made acceptable by the ever
cognitively present, evil other.
Mass communication and constant social media sharing has
helped reshape the smallest aspects
of everyday life into a perpetual
political project. Everything is
staged as a Good vs. Evil smackdown, run by the DNC and GOP,
paid for by super PACs and fueled by
fear. The narrative is building in its
ludicrousness — all the better for the
puppet masters who win regardlessly, all the worse for the health of our
shared experiment in democracy.
Twain is oftentimes (probably
mis-) attributed with saying that
history doesn’t repeat itself, but it
definitely rhymes.
At a time when it seems our
democratic institutions are teetering dangerously close to losing
their value, the fact that this history might be cyclical is all the more
ominous.

SATIRICAL ADVICE COLUMN

You Asked for It
In which we plan the perfect way to spend a sunny weekend in Chapel Hill.
Perry Carter (True Thompson)
and James Scalise (Stormi Webster)
are the writers of UNC’s premier
(only!) satirical advice column.
Results may vary.

You: Sunny days are starting to
come to Chapel Hill! What kind of
stuff do you recommend doing on a
beautiful Sunday?
James: While it may be sunny

in Chapel Hill, it’s even sunnier
in Azeroth. Lock your doors and
lower the blinds: We’re logging onto
World of Warcraft! I’ll preface with
an embarrassing confession. I roll a
Death Knight. He’s an orc. But don’t
call me a noob — I’m serving DPS to
the gods and frost build realness.
What can you do on a sunny day in
the “real” world? Kick a soccer ball?
Cooooool. In WoW, I can kill the literal king of the undead and the lord
of the demon aliens in the same day.
You do the math. I don’t have time to
outdoor frivolities when the uneasy
truce between the Alliance and the
Horde could fracture at any minute.

Perry Carter and James Scalise
Senior English and communication major
from Raleigh
Senior computer science major from Cary
Email opinion@dailytarheel.com questions with
YAFI in the subject!

I’m no statistician, but you’re like,
25 times more likely to die the literal
second you walk outside your house.
In WoW, you can die as much as you
want. You have to pay to get your
armor repaired, but I’m loaded with
cash from selling valuable herbs at
the auction house.

Perry: Who’s that in the driveway?

Whoever he is, he is driving a Gucciedition Fiat. You climb into the front
seat and can already smell the driver’s handsome musk. He smells like
motor oil, salami and egg. Maybe

he’s been cooking dinner for the two
of you. Will he tell you his name?
He clears his throat and spits into a
courtesy cup from AMC Theaters.
Domenico, you’ve decided to call
him, is, by comparison, a tall drink
of water.
Domenico is actually of average
height. You realize this when he gets
out of the car. Although it’s been nice
not talking and listening to AM radio,
you are eager to see what Domenico
has planned. From the looks of it,
you are at a shopping center with a
Subway, a T.J. Maxx and a Jackson
Hewitt. Domenico charges in the
direction of the Jackson Hewitt, ever
the go-getter. You follow him.
You are jolted from this serene
fantasy the sound of glass shattering and Domenico disrespecting his
mother. He speaks! You rush over to
console him. He turns away. “Damn
it!” he shouts at the far wall of the
store. You follow his gaze. You realize
what is perturbing him so: a placard
on the wall reading: “No cash is kept
on premises.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Editorial lacked key research
on UNC libraries
TO THE EDITOR:
Your April 11 editorial concerning the University Libraries began
with a premise we fully support:
That Carolina’s libraries have a
great deal to offer residents of the
Tar Heel State.
Unfortunately, the editorial board
failed to do its own research. The
editorial proposes several areas for
action, and I would like to address
them in turn, with correct information. First, NC LIVE, far from being a
search engine, is actually a powerful
consortium that selects and licenses
digital resources on behalf of every
North Carolinian. The legislature
considers this function—and the
cost savings it provides—important
enough that it allocates money for
NC LIVE through the state budget.
Librarians from colleges and universities, community colleges and public
libraries work together to select and
deliver online subscriptions that will
provide the most value to the most
people.
North Carolinians can access NC
LIVE at one of these libraries, or else
by logging in with their higher education i.d., public library card number or a password available from
their public library. The need for
these passwords is not a library decision; it reflects the realities of the
marketplace for scholarly content.
In general, publishers price subscriptions by the number of people
who can access the resource. Making
even a single journal available to any
user anywhere in the state would be
prohibitively expensive.
Improving open, non-fee access
to current scholarly research is one
reason that the University Libraries
has built, manages and continues
to develop the Carolina Digital
Repository (cdr.lib.unc.edu). This
rapidly growing open-access collection allows UNC-Chapel Hill
researchers to share their scholarly
papers, data and other materials
directly and freely with the public.
The second action recommended
is digitization. In fact, digitization
is thriving. Early 2017 saw the millionth item scanned from the rich
historical collections of the Wilson
Special Collections Library. And, as
you reported on March 8, the North
Carolina Digital Heritage Center,
based at the University Libraries,
is in consideration for a prestigious
national medal, precisely for its
efforts to bring the state’s history
and culture to audiences everywhere
through digitization.
Finally, you recommend integration of interlibrary loan with all
libraries statewide. Interlibrary loan
is one of the oldest ways that libraries have of bringing more resources
to more people and it is a responsibility that we take seriously.
Tar Heels have a great deal to be
proud of when it comes to library
and research support for residents
of our state. We hope the Daily Tar
Heel will take another look soon.
Judy Panitch
Director of Library
Communications
University Libraries

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not
be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and
phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department
and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity,
accuracy and vulgarity. Limit letters to
250 words.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and
letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials
reflect the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel
editorial board, which comprises 10 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and
editor and the editor-in-chief.

